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Abstract: Two-dimensional (2D) or ultrathin metal sulfides have been emerging candidates in
developing high-performance gas sensors given their physisorption-dominated interaction with
target gas molecules. Their oxysulfide derivatives, as intermediates between oxides and sulfides, were
recently demonstrated to have fully reversible responses at room temperature and long-term device
stability. In this work, we explored the micro-scale self-assembly of ultrathin nickel oxysulfide through
the calcination of nickel sulfide in a controllable air environment. The thermal treatment resulted in
the replacement of most S atoms in the Ni-S frameworks by O atoms, leading to the crystal phase
transition from original hexagonal to orthorhombic coordination. In addition, the corresponding
bandgap was slightly expanded by ~0.15 eV compared to that of pure nickel sulfide. Nickel oxysulfide
exhibited a fully reversible response towards H2 at room temperature for concentrations ranging
from 0.25% and 1%, without the implementation of external stimuli such as light excitation and
voltage biasing. The maximum response factor of ~3.24% was obtained at 1% H2, which is at least
one order larger than those of common industrial gases including CH4, CO2, and NO2. Such an
impressive response was also highly stable for at least four consecutive cycles. This work further
demonstrates the great potential of metal oxysulfides in room-temperature gas sensing.

Keywords: nickel oxysulfide; room temperature gas sensing; H2 sensor; physisorption

1. Introduction

Two-dimensional (2D) materials, consisting of single or few atomic layers, have been
considered as emerging candidates for high-performance gas sensing featured with ex-
cellent sensitivity, high selectivity, and low power consumption [1–6]. Differing from the
conventional chemisorption mechanism, the interaction of gas molecules with the surface
of 2D materials most likely follows the model of physisorption without the involvement
of adsorbed oxygen [1,3,6,7]. Particularly, the direct adsorption of gas molecules leads to
the generation of electrical dipoles at the gas-matter interface in the presence of the charge
transfer [1,3,7–9]. The concentration of surface adsorbed molecules is dependent on the
surface adsorption energy of the 2D material, while the magnitude and direction of the
charge transfer are correlated with the relative electronic band positions of the 2D material
in reference to the molecule band positions of the gas [7–9]. As a result, the presence of
interfacial electrical dipoles significantly re-distributes the charge carriers within the ultra-
thin 2D material body, leading to the observable variation of electrical resistance which can
be used as the transduction output signal [1,3,7–9]. The early exploration of graphene and
its derivatives demonstrates the feasibility of developing such physisorption-based gas
sensors operated at room temperature [2,10–12]. However, their strong surface adsorption
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energies cause the prolonged or failure desorption of targeted gas molecules in the recovery
phase, making the sensor irreversible or with impractical recovery kinetics [10,13–15].

Investigations focused on layered 2D metal sulfides, particularly post-transition
metal sulfide (e.g., SnS2 and SnS), have shone a light onto the realization of reversible
physisorption-based gas sensors [1,5,7,16–19]. For instance, 2D few-layered SnS2 exhibits
reversible NO2 gas sensing at the optimum temperature of 120 ◦C with minimum cross-talk
from humidity and high selectivity of NO2 over other commonly-seen industrial gases
(e.g., H2, H2S, CO2, and CH4), while the limit of detection (LOD) is estimated at ~30 ppb [1].
Furthermore, the implementation of 2D few-layered SnS lowers the operating temperature
down to 60 ◦C with the assistance of broadband visible light excitation [5]. The sensitivity
of NO2 detection is maintained and the LOD is further reduced to 8 ppb. Inspired by the
above-mentioned results, recent studies have also been extended to non-layered ultra-thin
metal sulfides. For example, ultra-thin In2S3 nanoflakes doped with N elements are self-
assembled into three-dimensional (3D) micro-combs, exhibiting reversible NO2 sensing
performances at room temperature with a small LOD of ~2.2 ppb [9].

Nevertheless, most 2D metal sulfides are inherently sensitive to oxygen, being easily
transformed into metal oxysulfides or sulfates as intermediates of the oxidation reac-
tion [3,6,20]. To induce full conversion, power-intensive approaches (e.g., calcination [20]
and probe-sonication [3,6]) need to be applied, in which part of the sulfide atoms is replaced
by oxygen atoms within the metal-sulfide framework. Interestingly, this group of materials
has been recently brought to attention for their strong potential in gas sensing owing to the
modified electronic band structures and improved long-term stabilities in comparison with
those of the metal sulfide counterparts, while the physisorption remains the dominant gas
adsorption model. Ultra-thin Janus indium oxysulfide (InSxOy)/In2S3 within the category
of post-transition metal was realized using a power-intensive probe-sonication approach,
exhibiting a visible-light-driven reversible, room temperature, and selective NO2 optoelec-
tronic gas-sensing performance with an extremely low LOD of 0.363 ppb [3]. In addition,
a similar synthesis method was applied to palladium sulfide (PdS) as a representative in
the category of noble metal, leading to the formation of 2D palladium oxysulfide with
the reversible NO2 sensing response occurring at room temperature without the imple-
mentation of light excitation [6]. Although the metal oxysulfides have been increasingly
realized in gas sensors, the application of the material group for H2 detection is still in an
early stage [21].

In this work, we explore the category of ultra-thin transition metal oxysulfide for the
investigation of room temperature reversible gas sensing, in which nickel oxysulfide is
selected as the representative. The deposition of ultra-thin planar materials onto the sensor
substrate conventionally leads to the formation of the compact surface assembled in a
layer-by-layer manner, which may limit the exposure surface area with the gas molecules
as well as the gas adsorption/desorption kinetics. Instead, we obtain nickel oxysulfide in
the form of 3D hierarchical micro-flowers self-assembled from ultra-thin 2D nanoflakes,
which is achieved through the direct calcination approach of 3D nickel sulfide (NiS) in
a controlled environment [20,22,23]. Subsequently, the morphology, crystal structure,
chemical composition, and band structure of nickel oxysulfide are revealed. The room
temperature gas sensing performances are investigated, in which the reductive H2 gas
is selected as the target instead of the oxidizing NO2 gas (i.e., the most common gas
investigated for 2D metal sulfides). A comparative study is also carried out against other
commonly-seen oxidating and reducing gases such as CH4, NO2, and CO2 [24].

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Material Synthesis and Preparation

First, 237 mg of nickel chloride hexahydrate (Cl2H12NiO6) (>99.0%) was mixed with
150 mg of thiourea (CH4N2S) (>99.0%), stirring with 40 mL of deionized (DI) water at 30 ◦C
for 30 min at the speed of 500 revolutions per minute (rpm). After autoclaving at 150 ◦C
for 25 h and following by cooling down to room temperature, the solution mixture was
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centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 20 min to collect the precipitate. By dispersing the obtained
sediment into DI water for another 20 min of centrifugal washing (5000 rpm), the nickel
sulfide powder was prepared by drying the final obtained precipitate at 50 ◦C for 24 h. The
prepared nickel sulfide powder was further annealed at 600 ◦C for 6 h at a ramping up
speed of 300 ◦C h−1 with a constant flow rate of 200 standard cubic centimeters per minute
(sccm) compressed dry air. Following a slow cool-down phase (at a ramping down speed
of 300 ◦C per hour), the nickel oxysulfide was prepared by dispersing the annealed powder
in 10 mL of ethanol solution.

2.2. Material Characterization

The micro-flower structure of nickel sulfide and nickel oxysulfide were investigated
using a FEI Nova NanoSEM 200 (FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR, USA). JEOL JEM-F200
(Jeol, Tokyo, Japan) transmission electron microscopy with EDS detector (accelerating
voltage of 200 kV) was carried out on nickel oxysulfide nanoflakes to examine the SAED
pattern, crystal lattices, and chemical composition. XRD was characterized by a Bruker D4
ENDEAVOR (Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA) equipped with a monochromatic Cu Kα radiation
source (λ = 0.154 nm). A Krato AXIS Supra XPS (Krato, Manchester, UK) with dual Al/Ag
monochromatic X-ray source (Al Kα X-rays at 1486.7 eV) was used for XPS measurements.
UV-Vis-NIR spectra were investigated using a Cary 500 spectrometer (Agilent, Santa Clara,
CA, USA). Raman spectrum of nickel oxysulfide micro-flowers was collected by a HORIBA
LabRAM HR Evolution (Horiba Scientific, Kyoto, Japan) with the excitation wavelength
of 532 nm.

2.3. Sensor Fabrication and Measurements

An interdigital transducer (HORX Sensortech, Melbourne, Australia) including
200 pairs of gold electrodes in the spacing of 10 µm was utilized as the transducing
substrate. Prior to drop-casting on the transducing substrate, the nickel oxysulfide sample
solution prepared in 10 mL ethanol was sonicated for 10 min, which evenly disperses
the material nanoflakes throughout the ethanol solution, before 20 µL of the nickel oxy-
sulfide suspension was drop-casted onto the substrate as the H2 sensor (Figure S1) [25].
Through a minimized probe stage built inside a customized gas chamber, the resistance
of the sensor was monitored using an Agilent 34401A digital multimeter during the gas
sensing experiments. Meanwhile, a computerized multichannel gas calibration system was
applied to regulate an incoming gas stream at a constant flow rate of ~100 sccm entering
the gas chamber from the inlet. The outlet of the gas chamber was connected to a back
pressure regulator (Hy-Lok Oceania, Melbourne, Australia) to maintain the gas pressure of
1 standard atmosphere in the chamber.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Material Characterization

Pure nickel sulfide exhibits a micro-flower morphology according to the scanning
electron microscope (SEM) image (Figure S2). After the calcination at 600 ◦C for 6 h with a
constant airflow provided (details are presented in the Material Synthesis and Preparation
section), the nickel sulfide converts to nickel oxysulfide with a hierarchical microstructure
(sizes between 5 and 10 µm) as demonstrated by the SEM image in Figure 1a. From
the low-resolution transition electron microscopy (TEM) image shown in Figure 1b, the
nickel oxysulfide micro-flower structure is confirmed to be self-assembled from spherical
nanoflakes with lateral dimensions of ~50 nm. Moreover, the thickness of those nanoflakes
is known to be relatively small considering their highly transparent features (Figure 1b).
The X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements are carried out on both materials as shown in
Figure 1c, in which the nickel oxysulfide presents a distinct crystal structure compared
to that of the original pure NiS after a long-time oxygen annealing treatment. Sharp
diffraction peaks are observed only at 38.1◦, 43.8◦, and 62.7◦. Those peaks match well with
the simulated crystal planes of (130), (221), and (151), respectively, based on the crystal
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model of orthorhombic nickel sulfate (Figure S3) [26–28]. From the selected area electron
diffraction (SAED) pattern and the corresponding high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image
for the nanoflakes shown in Figure 1d,e, the crystal planes of (130) and (151) are clearly
identified with the lattice spacings of 0.24 and 0.15 nm directly measured from Figure 1e. In
addition, an energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) detector, integrated within TEM,
is utilized to investigate the elemental composition of the nickel oxysulfide. According to
Figure 1f, while Ni, O, and S are all found upon the nanoflakes, the significantly weaker
S signals compared to those of O reveal that a dramatic replacement of sulfur by oxygen
occurred during the calcination. Such a phenomenon is not observed in the nickel sulfide
sample (Figure S4).
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Figure 1. Material characterizations for nickel oxysulfide in (a) SEM, (b) TEM, (c) XRD measures for
both nickel sulfide (indexed by ICDD # 00-003-0760; the corresponding crystal planes suffixed with
‘*’) and nickel oxysulfide (the crystal planes simulated from NiSO4 crystal model, space group Cmcm,
a = 5.199 Å, b = 7.956 Å and c = 6.446 Å), (d) SAED, (e) HRTEM and (f) EDS analysis.

The overall chemical composition of the self-assembled nickel oxysulfide micro-
flowers is assessed using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). From the Ni 2p spectrum
shown in Figure 2a, a pair of small peaks located at ~853.31 and ~870.61 eV is considered
as a doublet for Ni-S bond, while the main peak centered at ~854.98 eV together with its
spin-orbit shoulder at ~872.28 eV can be assigned to the Ni-O bond [26,27,29–32]. Fur-
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thermore, two typical satellite features, observed at ~860.74 and 878.42 eV, are consistent
with the previous reports [26,27,29–33]. Figure 2b reveals a missing conventional S 2p peak
of metal sulfide between 161 and 163 eV. Instead, a broad peak convoluted by an S3/2
(i.e., centered at 167.56 eV) and S1/2 (i.e., located at 168.72 eV) doublet is found at the S 2p
spectrum, indicating the formation of S-O bonds as reports on metal oxysulfide materials
have suggested [3,20,34,35]. From the O 1s spectrum shown in Figure 2c, the main peak
sitting at 532.19 eV represents the existence of metal oxide, while the small hump in the
region between 527 and 530 eV can be ascribed to the binding energy of the S-O bond [6,36].
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The bonding information of the nickel oxysulfide is further confirmed using Raman
spectroscopic measurements as shown in Figure 3a, in which relatively weak doublets
found at 225 and 365 cm−1 are assigned to Ni-S bonding vibration [37,38]. In addition,
strong peaks found at 521 and 1074 cm−1, representing Ni-O bond features of first (1P)
and second-order (2P) phonon scattering, respectively [39,40], are substantially stronger
compared to that of the Ni-S doublet. Figure 3b reveals the optical absorption property
of the sample, in which the nickel oxysulfide exhibits a broad absorption peak started
from ~350 nm with an extended edge to near-infrared spectrum. The Tauc plot is derived
from the value of (αhv)2 against the optical energy (hv), indicating an indirect bandgap of
~1.43 eV for nickel oxysulfide [41]. Such a value is ~0.15 eV wider compared to that of the
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original pure nickel sulfide (Figure S5), possibly due to the elevated temperature during
the calcination treatment. The slight bandgap expansion is commonly seen in other metal
oxysulfide materials [3,20].
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3.2. Room Temperature Reversible Gas Sensor

To explore the gas sensing performance of the nickel oxysulfide micro-flowers, we
prepared a transducing substrate possessing 200 pairs of interdigital electrodes (IDE) with
a spacing of 10 µm. 20 µL of suspension containing 20 µg of material is drop-casted upon
the substrate, forming a nickel sulfide sensor for gas sensing experiments. A customized
gas chamber was used to contain the sensor, in which gas cylinders were connected to the
inlet via a set of programmable mass flow controllers (MFCs). At the same time, the outlet
was piped to a back pressure regulator to maintain a constant inner pressure of 1 standard
atmosphere. The resistance of the sensor was continuously monitored by a multimeter
through a minimized built-in probe stage inside the chamber during the experiment. The
sensing response factor was calculated as the formula of (Rtarget − Rair)/Rair × 100%, in
which the Rtarget denotes the measuring resistance when the sensor is exposed to the target
gas and the Rair represents the sensing resistance in the air [42–44]. We firstly investigated
the room temperature gas response of the nickel oxysulfide sensor towards the H2. As
shown in Figure 4a and Figure S6, the nickel oxysulfide sensor demonstrated a fully
recoverable dynamic response along with the increasing concentration of H2 gas. Such a
response was shown in an almost linear trend, eventually reaching a response factor of
~3.24% in 1% H2. The corresponding response and recovery time, estimated as 90% and
10% of the full response magnitude, were ~20 min and ~33 min, respectively, according
to Figure 4b. In addition, the repeatability of the sensor was tested in an 18 h continuous
experiment as shown in Figure 4c. The sensor demonstrated an unnoticeable performance
degradation after four cycles of tests of H2 at a concentration of 1% with a repeatability error
rate of 4.44%. Furthermore, the sensor was tested over a long period with an extraordinary
long-term stability maintained after a constant experiment of five days (Figure S7). The
sensor’s reproducibility was confirmed on five unique samples in 1% H2. From Figure
S8, the sensors exhibited a highly consistent response to H2 gas with an average response
factor of ~3.07%. Finally, we confirmed the sensor’s response to other commonly-seen
gas species with industrial meaningful concentrations, including NO2 (0.000126%), CH4
(1%), and CO2 (1%) under the same test conditions. As shown in Figure 4d and Figure
S9, the corresponding response factors were found as ~0.027%, ~0.211%, and ~0.297%,
respectively, which are at least one order less than that of 1% of H2, revealing a high degree
of selectivity [45]. Additionally, the nickel oxysulfide sensor was also assessed in a 60%
relative humidity (RH) environment in comparison with dry background. According to
Figure S10, the humidity showed minor impact to the sensor on the H2 sensing performance.
The calibration curves for selectivity gases are shown in Figure S11.
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and (d) selectivity.

Such a sensing performance was achieved at room temperature without any form of
catalysts and external stimulus (e.g., light, heat, and bias voltage) involved, indicating that
the sensing mechanism of nickel oxysulfide may be originating from the material surface
interactions directly with physisorbed H2 gas molecules [1,3,6,7,20]. The conventional
chemosorption-based sensors rely on the catalytic interactions of chemisorbed oxygen ions
with target gas molecules (usually oxidizing gases such as NO2) in the presence of excitonic
energy [46–48]. It is rarely seen a room temperature chemisorption-driven H2 sensor with a
fully reversible nature in the absence of the incorporation of metal catalysts [46–48]. On the
other hand, some semiconductors with rich surface defects or well-designed nanostructures
can demonstrate a fast response and full recovery phase at room temperature owing to their
abundant oxygen vacancies [2,46]. However, they often show problems with selectivity
and repeatability [46,49–52]. Given that, we believe that the sensing mechanism of the
nickel oxysulfide sensor is dominated by physisorption rather than chemisorption. When
hydrogen gas engages to the nickel oxysulfide surface, electrical dipoles are formed in the
interface between the physisorbed H2 molecules and the material interface, causing free
charge carriers (i.e., holes) to be transferred from the material body to the H2 molecules.
Consequently, the electrical resistance of the nickel oxysulfide varied with the available
holes in the material body, indicating a quantity change of the H2 concentration inside the
gas chamber.

4. Conclusions

We successfully obtained 3D nickel oxysulfide micro-flowers self-assembled from ultra-
thin 2D nanoflakes through the calcination of nickel sulfide in a controlled environment.
Through morphological analysis, the micro-flowers, with the major sizes between 5 and
10 µm, were composed of ultra-thin spherical nanoflakes with lateral dimensions of ~50 nm.
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According to the structural and chemical composition analysis, most of the S atoms in
the Ni-S framework were replaced by O atoms, leading to the crystal phase transition
from initially hexagonal to orthorhombic coordination. Similar to other metal oxysulfides,
the bandgap energy of nickel oxysulfide was slightly expanded to ~1.43 eV, which was
~0.15 eV wider compared to that of pure nickel sulfide. To evaluate the gas sensing
performances, the change of electrical resistance of nickel oxysulfide was investigated
upon the exposure of H2 gas at room temperature without the application of external
stimuli including light excitation and voltage biasing. A response factor of ~3.24% was
found for 1% H2 gas with an almost linear trend for the concentrations between 0.25% and
1%. In addition, a high degree of repeatability and full reversibility were demonstrated.
Furthermore, the response magnitude of 1% H2 was at least one order larger than several
commonly seen gases including NO2 (0.000126%), CH4 (1%), and CO2 (1%), revealing the
excellent selectivity of H2 which was rarely seen in pure semiconducting gas sensors. We
considered that the physisorption mechanism governed the gas adsorption behavior over
the surface of the ultra-thin nickel oxysulfide to enable the fully-reversible, highly selective,
and room-temperature H2 gas sensing performances, similar to the observation in the
gas interaction with many types of 2D transition and post-transition metal sulfides. This
work demonstrates the great potential of transition metal oxysulfides in high-performance
physisorption-based gas sensing, which can be suitable candidates in developing low-cost
and power-saving devices for the Internet of Things (IoT) applications.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
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of NiS with the corresponding Tauc-plot shown in the inset); Figure S6: Nickel oxysulfide dynamic
response in H2 (Resistance shown); Figure S7: Nickel oxysulfide long-term stability results at 1% H2
over 5 days; Figure S8: Reproducibility results at 1% H2 in air where nickel oxysulfide is deposited
on 5 unique sensor substrates; Figure S9: Nickel oxysulfide selectivity response to 1% H2, 0.000126%
NO2, 1% CH4, 1% and 1% CO2; Figure S10: The response curve of nickel oxysulfide in 1% H2 in dry
air and 60% RH; Figure S11: Nickel oxysulfide gas calibration curves for H2, CO2, CH4 and NO2.
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